Feedforward neural network models were used for nonlinear regression, but the results were essentially identical to the MLR predictions, implying that the detectable relationships in the short, 49-sample record are linear. A bootstrap process estimates the relative errors of the MLR predictions.
Introduction
About 40% of the hydro-electric power produced in British Columbia, Canada, is generated in the Columbia River basin. Advanced predictions of the volume of flow in the river and its tributaries, and assessments of their probability, are important for making decisions related to the economical management of the water system, and for environmental consideration.
The issue of streamflow predictability was dealt with in many papers [e.g., Redmond and Koch, 1991; Garen, 1992; Nijssen et al., 1997; Cayan et al., 1999] . It is currently well established [Redmond and Koch, 1991; Cayan et al. 1999 ] that large scale climatological states, especially the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon, significantly influence the streamflow in rivers in the Pacific Northwest. In particular, Hamlet and Lettenmaier [1999] , using a macroscale hydrology model driven by ENSO and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) concluded that the climatological attributes have strong impacts, and can be effectively used, for the prediction of the Columbia River streamflow above The Dalles, Oregon. Hsieh and Tang [2001] found that ENSO and the Pacific-North American (PNA) atmospheric teleconnection pattern influences the interannual variability of accumulated snow in the Columbia basin in British Columbia.
This study examines the role of ENSO, PNA and PDO indices, in addition to local precipitation, as long-range predictors of the upper Columbia River streamflow close to its source. The predictions are for the streamflow at Donald, British Columbia, in the April-August period, which consists of about 78% of the annual flow. Reliable data to carry out this study exist only for the last 50 years. Development of a statistical prediction model using such a short record is expected to include large errors, thus a bootstrap scheme [Efron and Tibshirani, 1993] was employed to estimate those errors and give some probabilistic assessment of the predictions.
Data
Sea Surface Temperature Anomalies (SSTA) in the tropical Pacific were chosen to represent the ENSO climatological state. The NOAA monthly SST fields [Smith et al., 1996 ] from 1950 to 1999 were regridded, smoothed and subjected to Principal Component Analysis (PCA) analysis. The first six principal components (PCs) were retained as candidate predictors. The mid-troposphere state over the Pacific Ocean and the North American continent is represented by the PNA index, which is the standardized amplitude from a rotated PCA of the 700 mb height anomalies [Barnston and Livezey, 1987] . The PDO index used is the leading PC of the monthly SST anomalies in the North Pacific Ocean, provided by Nathan Mantua, University of Washington. 
Prediction methods
Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) and feedforward Neural Networks (NN) were considered as prediction models. The NN training was automatically controlled by the Generalized Cross
Validation approach of Yuval [2000] . It was found that in spite of its nonlinear capability, the NN has no advantage over the MLR for this prediction problem involving a short record of only 49 samples. The NN model parameters degenerated into the MLR coefficients and the predictions were essentially identical. This points out that the detectable relationships between the predictors and the predictands are linear, although the possibility to detect nonlinearity in similar relationships using longer data sets cannot be ruled out. Hence the more straightforward and economical MLR was chosen for the following study.
The first six PCs of the SSTA data, the PNA index, the PDO index and the first six PCs of the local precipitation data at various lead times were considered as possible predictors of the April-August streamflow. The time series were standardized and their statistical significance as predictors was tested using stepwise regression [Wilks 1995] . Only the predictors with significant contributions were retained for the purpose of actual prediction. Among the six PCs of the SSTA, only the first PC, representing ENSO, is retained in the stepwise MLR-this first PC will be referred to as SST1.
The final performance of the prediction models was tested by a Leave-One-Out (Jackknife) cross-testing, where the datum at each year was set aside in turn, then a prediction model was developed using the rest of the data set. The predicted values for the left-out years were collected together, yielding a full record for testing predictions.
Results
To test long-range forecasting, we only used predictors up to the end of November to predict the April-August streamflow. Table 1 shows the various predictors and the cross-tested streamflow prediction skills from stepwise MLR. It is clear that among the three large-scale climate indices in November, PDO has the strongest apparent influence, followed by PNA, then SST1. Using only the November PNA and PDO indices as predictors yielded a forecast correlation skill of 0.527. In fact, adding SST1 as an extra predictor besides PNA and PDO lead to a marginal decline in skill.
However, when the local precipitation PCs are added, then PDO is discarded as redundant by stepwise regression, and the strongest apparent influence comes from the fourth PC of the local precipitation in October (Prec4). With November SST1, PNA, and the October Prec4 as predictors, the highest forecast correlation skill of 0.699 was attained (Fig.1) . Prec4 is correlated with PDO at −0.493, hence Prec4 contains local PDO information. Adding PDO as an extra predictor, actually lowers the cross-tested correlation skill ( Table 1 ). The selection of the fourth precipitation mode, explaining only 5% of the total variance, is intriguing, though one must bear in mind that the leading PCs may have been eliminated during stepwise regression as they contain similar information as the PNA and SST1 predictors. Also the October Prec4 did better than the November Prec4. This may be because that the November precipitation data are noisier than the October data due to the advent of winter storms, hence detrimental to long-term signals such as the local PDO contained in the precipitation data. Persistence forecast is very poor, yielding only a correlation of 0.16.
Bootstrap error estimation
The bootstrap error estimation process is based on the idea of bootstrap resampling of the data [Davison and Hinkley ,1997; Efron and Tibshirani,1993] . Blocks of data 3 years in length are sampled from the original record and are assembled together to form a new training dataset equal in length to the original one. This is repeated B times to give B new training datasets. An MLR model is developed from each of these new datasets and used to predict replicas P * i , (i = 1, 2, · · · , B) of each original prediction P .
The set of differences P * i −P, (i = 1, 2, · · · , B) is called here a bootstrap deviation set. Distribution of the deviations is not always symmetrical and thus we consider separately P * + i − P and P * − i −P , the positive and negative deviation sets. Following Yuval [2001] , the statistic considered for the error estimation is the square root of the means of squared bootstrap deviations, i.e.
where B + and B − are the corresponding sizes of the sets such that
The values of σ + and σ − give a measure of the relative accuracy expected for each prediction.
Error bars can be scaled by a factor Q, which is arbitrary and should be chosen to achieve a certain goal. Motivated by economical water management considerations, a reasonable goal can be minimizing the cost function φ with respect to the parameter Q:
where O is an observed predictand value, N is the number of data points in the dataset, H is the number of 'hits' which are the cases where P − Qσ − ≤ O ≤ P + Qσ + , (the hit cases being excluded from the first summation), A bootstrap scheme is used to estimate the prediction errors. The errors are scaled such that they minimize a cost function that combine measures of lack of confidence in the predictions, and their failures. The relative weighting of these two components must be decided by a user of the predictions. Feedforward neural network models were also used for nonlinear regression, but the results were essentially identical to the MLR predictions, implying that the detectable relationships in the short, 49-sample record are linear. 
